THE TYPICAL INFORMATIONretrieval (IR) approach to indexing, clustering, classifying, and retrieving is based on the bag-of-words paradigm. Texts are represented as collections of words, disregarding grammar, word relations, and meanings. 1 Today's large data volumes' availability requires new algorithmic approaches to mine such data effectively and effi ciently.
In recent years, a good deal of work attempted to go beyond this paradigm with the goal of improving the indexing and mining of textual data. This was done by adding semantic structure to the input texts by identifying meaningful sequences of terms and annotating them with unambiguous topics drawn from a catalog. The choice of catalog is crucial for the approach's success. Several systems today adopt Wikipedia pages (or derivatives of them) as topics and implement the annotation process by hyperlinking the selected sequences of terms with Wikipedia pages that pertain to their meaning. This choice has been dictated by Wikipedia's growing number of pages-currently more than 3 million in English and more than 500,000 in each major European language-and by the fact that it offers the best trade-off between a catalog with a rigorous structure and low coverage (such as the ones offered by highquality entity catalogs like WordNet, CYC, OpenCYC, and TAP). It also offers a large text collection with wide coverage but unstructured and noised content (such as the entire Web).
We designed and implemented Tagme, a system that can effi ciently and judiciously augment plaintext with pertinent hyperlinks to Wikipedia pages. The specialty of Tagme with respect to known systems is that it can annotate short or poorly composed texts (such as snippets of search engine results, tweets, news, and so on) on the fl y and with high accuracy. This annotation is informative, so any task that's currently addressed using the bag-of-words paradigm could use this annotation to draw on the millions of Wikipedia pages and their interrelations.
The Goal and Its Usefulness
Consider the following headline: "US president issues Libya ultimatum." The annotation system's goal is to detect "US president," "Libya," and "ultimatum" as meaningful term sequences to be annotated (hereafter called spots), then hyperlink them with the Wikipedia pages that deal with the US president, the nation of Libya, and the threat to declare war, respectively. These hyperlinks are a sort of topic annotation that effectively solves synonymy and polysemy issues because the identifi ed Wikipedia pages represent the unambiguous topics of the text. In addition, these annotated topics might be related to each other, thanks to some relatedness measures that have been de-fi ned on the Wikipedia link structure. 2 The result is an effi cient and stunning contextualization of a text that can be modeled as a sophisticated graph of topics, rather than as a traditional, purely syntactic bag of words.
Researchers argued that this contextualization might help detect the semantic similarity of syntactically different phrases, which is one of the main limitations of classic IR approaches. Consider the following headline: "Barack Obama said Gaddafi might wait out military assault." Detecting the tight relationship between this headline and the previous one might be diffi cult using classical similarity measures based on word matches, tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency), or co-occurrences. The same problem holds for measures based on lexical databases, such as WordNet, because of their limited set of recognizable named entities. On the contrary, the topics attached to texts by topic annotators might let us discover and exploit this connection. In fact, at the time of our study, the topics "Barack Obama" and "president of the United States" had a relatedness of 65 percent (according to Olena Medelyan and colleagues' measure), 2 and "Libya" and "Muammar al-Gaddafi " had a relatedness of approximately 71 percent.
In addition, the disambiguation these annotators perform might let us prevent correlation errors owing to ambiguous words that could occur in fragments. Compare "the paparazzi photographed the star" with "the astronomer photographed the star." With only a one-word difference, it's hard for a system to detect the wide topic distance between the two fragments. Topic annotators, on the other hand, would link the word "star" in the fi rst fragment to the Wikipedia page entitled "Celebrity" and, in the second fragment, to the page that deals with the astronomical object. Because these two topics aren't related in Wikipedia, an algorithm could easily spot the semantic distance between the two phrases.
Therefore, it's evident that this technique could be successful in IR tasks. In fact, the computation of similarity between texts is the backbone of almost every IR system: a clustering algorithm could exploit the graph of topics attached to text to create their topical decomposition; a classifi er could effectively relate texts, even if they don't share any terms; and a search engine could solve polysemy and synonymy issues when matching keywords within indexed pages.
Another opportunity from this technology is in the area of requirements engineering, which is a fundamental activity in software engineering. There's a great deal of interest in the use of natural language processing tools for this task 3 because requirements engineering also has to do with ambiguity and similarity between texts. By deploying the enriched text representation presented here, we could discover, for example, contradictions between two requirements. Nevertheless, this technique isn't a panacea because it doesn't deeply and fully analyze a text's semantics and structure. Consider two fragments: "Diego Maradona was born in Argentina" and "Diego Maradona won against Mexico." The annotators would identify as relevant topics the pages that deal with the national football teams of Argentina and Mexico, respectively, thus misinterpreting the two spots, and hence possibly misrelating the two phrases. For further reading, see the sidebar.
The Anatomy of Tagme
Tagme indexes some distilled information from Wikipedia, such as the list of pages that represent meaningful topics, the link structure among pages, the list of all anchor texts (hence, the spots), the many-to-many mappings between anchors and pages, and other statistics.
For each input text T, Tagme tokenizes and parses T, searching for Wikipedia anchors. Once Tagme has retrieved the anchor list A T of the text T, the annotation process starts, composed of two main phases: anchor disambiguation and anchor pruning.
Anchor Disambiguation
Disambiguation judiciously cross-references each anchor a of A T found in the input text T with one pertinent page p a of Wikipedia. Tagme fi rst identifi es for each anchor a all possible pages p a linked by a in Wikipedia. Then, among these pages, it selects the best association a  p a by computing a score on the basis of a collective agreement between the page p a and the pages that can be associated to all other anchors detected in T. This agreement is evaluated by a voting scheme that computes for each other anchor b (different from a) in T its vote to the annotation a  p a . Given that b might also be linked to many pages in Because these two topics aren't related in Wikipedia, an algorithm could easily spot the semantic distance between the two phrases.
Wikipedia, we compute this vote as the average relatedness between each page p b , potentially linked by b, and the topic p a we want to associate with a. We compute the relatedness between the two Wikipedia pages p a and p b (according to Medelyan and colleagues' method 2 ) by exploiting the intersection over the incoming links to the two pages p a and p b . Of course, not all possible pages of b have the same statistical significance, so we weight each relatedness with the commonness of the page p b with respect to b (computed as the prior probability that b points to p b over all links out of b in Wikipedia). The overall score for the annotation a  p a is computed as the sum of the votes given by all other anchors b in T.
Anchor Pruning
Next, Tagme prunes some of the candidate annotations produced by the disambiguation phase that aren't meaningful. It detects "poor annotations" using another simple, yet effective scoring function that takes into account only two features:
• anchor a's link probability lp(a), computed as the number of times that a is used as an anchor divided by the occurrences of a in Wikipedia (as an anchor or not), and • the coherence between its candidate annotation a  p a (assigned by the disambiguation phase) and the candidate annotations of the other anchors in T (computed with the relatedness function).
This pruning score, r(a  p), is then compared against a properly set threshold r NA , so that if r(a  p) < r NA , then that annotation for a is discarded. The parameter r NA balances recall with precision of the annotation process such that a low value lets us discover more annotations with less accuracy (thus, a higher recall), and a higher value of r NA produces fewer annotations but with greater accuracy (thus, a higher precision). Figure 1 depicts the annotation process.
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated Tagme over a set of short texts randomly drawn from Wikipedia, composed of approximately 20 terms (such as Web snippets and items of an RSS feed) and approximately 10 spots. We compared the annotations produced by Tagme and by David Milne and Ian H. Witten's system 4 against the original links attached by Wikipedia editors. We measured performance via the F-measure, the harmonic mean between the annotation process's precision and recall. The F-measure is maximized when precision and recall are balanced. Figure 2 shows the two systems' performances by varying the value of r NA , which controls the pruning of the annotations attached by the disambiguation phase.
In a second experiment, we evalu-
RELATED WORK
Wikify! introduced the idea of cross-referencing texts with Wikipedia pages. It's easy to argue that these poorly composed texts pose new challenges in terms of the annotation processes' efficiency and effectiveness, because in those contexts, data might be retrieved at query time and thus can't be preprocessed, and because the input texts are so short, it's difficult to mine significant statistics that are available when texts are long.
Tagme is the first software system that annotates short texts with pertinent hyperlinks to Wikipedia pages on the fly and with high precision and recall.
ated Tagme on Sayali Kulkarni and colleagues' proposed dataset, 5 which consists of manually annotated long texts drawn from the Web. Tagme processed each long text by shifting a window of approximately 10 spots over it and then analyzed each window independently of the others by Tagme's algorithms. As the window shifted, its annotations were recomputed incrementally. This way, we didn't change Tagme's architecture, and the net result was that Tagme could scale linearly with the number of spots in the input text and used less than 200 Mbytes of internal memory. This compared favorably against Kulkarni and colleagues' system, which took quadratic time complexity, and also against Milne and Witten's system, which used more than 1.5 Gbytes of internal memory. On short texts, Tagme yielded an overall Fmeasure of approximately 78 percent, with an absolute improvement of more than 8 percent for known systems. On long texts, Tagme's results were competitive, if not superior, even if its shiftbased approach gave an advantage to its competitors deploying the full input text. Tagme can also annotate a short text of approximately 10 spots in 18 milliseconds; this is up to two orders of magnitudes faster than our competitors on comparable hardware. Detailed fi gures of our evaluations can be found in our technical report (http://arxiv.org/ abs/1006.3498). Figure 3 shows a Tagme prototype with a simple GUI (http://tagme.di.unipi.it). The slider on the right changes the value of r NA and thus changes the threshold used to balance precision and recall.
How to Use Tagme
The preprocessing step that extracts distilled information from Wikipedia can be performed offl ine and iteratively whenever a new Wikipedia snapshot is available (usually two per month). Wikipedia is constantly growing, and the bigger Wikipedia is, the more information is extracted from it, and the more accurate Tagme becomes. possibility to deploy Tagme through a REST (Representational State Transfer)-like interface. This API can be automatically queried and provides results in a machine-readable way, deploying a simple XML-like format. The service requires just two parameters: the language code (en or it) and the text to be annotated. The response (see Figure 4 ) includes all the annotations Tagme produced and some useful information for each of them:
• the title of the Wikipedia page representing the annotation topic, • the Wikipedia page's numeric identifi er, and • the annotation's denoted value of the reliability or importance (the r score).
A requester can deploy r scores to discard annotations that are below some threshold, properly fi xed in the interval [0,1]. Recall that a low value of this threshold increases the recall (that is, Tagme produces more annotations, but they're not as accurate and meaningful), and a higher value increases the precision (that is, Tagme selects fewer annotations, but they're more accurate and meaningful). For our datasets, the best value for that threshold is 0.1. As Figure 4 shows, a threshold of 0.25 would discard the annotation about the threat to declare war. T agme has implications that go far beyond the enrichment of a text with explanatory links because it concerns contextualization and, in some ways, the understanding of the semantics underlying the input text. Many IR tasks that are currently addressed with the traditional bag-of-words paradigm could probably be solved more effectively with the sophisticated graphs of topics attached to texts by Tagme (or by any of the Wikipedia-based annotators).
We're currently investigating the impact of Tagme's annotation in three scenarios. One concerns on-the-fl y labeled clustering of search engine results (see http://search.yippy.com and http:// carrotsearch.com). Those clustering tools are based only on syntactic and statistical features, 6,7 thus they could use Tagme's graphs of topics to improve their labeling and clustering phases. We're also designing innovative classifi ers and similarity measures for short texts. These tools could be used to build improved Web systems that deal with short textual fragments, such as tweets, news headlines, or blogs.
We have preliminary evidence that the sophisticated graph of topics produced by Tagme for input text might lead to the design of innovative and en- TAGME is a powerful tool that is able to identify on-the-y meaningful substrings (called "spots") in unstructured text and link them to a pertinent Wikipedia page in a fast and effective way! This stunning contextualization has implications which go far beyond the enrichment of the text with explanatory links.
Try TAGME now! FIGURE 3. The GUI of Tagme's prototype.
It offers the possibility to select the language of the input text (English or Italian), the text to annotate, and the value of r NA (using the slider on the right).
< tagme time = " 5 " lang = " en " > < text > us president issues libya ultimatum </ text > < annotations > < annotation > < spot pos = " 20 " len = " 5 " > libya </ spot > < title > Libya </ title > < id > 17633 </ id > < rho > 0.4230 </ rho > </ annotation > < annotation > < spot pos = " 0 " len = " 12 " > us president </ spot > < title > President of the United States </ title > < id > 24113 </ id > < rho > 0.3102 </ rho > </ annotation > < annotation > < spot pos = " 26 " len = " 9 " > ultimatum </ spot > < title > Ultimatum </ title > < id > 198432 </ id > < rho > 0.2139 </ rho > </ annotation > </ annotations > </ tagme > hanced clustering, classifi cation, and searching tools. As a proof of concept, we've made some preliminary prototypes of these tools available at our lab's webpage (http://acube.di.unipi.it/tagme). We invite readers to explore them and design novel tools based on this promising annotation technology.
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